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Background:Diagnosis of extra-oesophageal reflux (EOR) follows the same well
established method used for gastro-oesophageal reflux disease of ambulatory dual
probe 24 hour pH monitoring (pHmetry) albeit with the upper probe being placed
above the upper oesophageal sphincter in the larynx 1. The same criteria in the
oesophagus is used in the larynx with greater than 4% of a 24 hour period being
spent below pH 4.0 at the upper probe being classed as abnormal. However, it is
argued that any reflux event above the upper oesophageal sphincter is abnormal
and therefore indicative of pathological reflux. A new diagnostic method for EOR is
clearly warranted.
The contents of the stomach are a mixture of hydrochloric acid, pepsin, pancreatic
enzymes and bile acids and evidence shows that the major aggressor is pepsin 2,3.
Since acid is neutralised by bicarbonate and food it makes more sense to use pepsin
as a marker for the presence of gastric juice. A number of studies have performed
pepsin testing and demonstrated the presence of refluxate in extra-oesophageal
regions including larynx 4,5, trachea 6-8, lung 9 and middle ear 10-12.
We believe that the development of a reliable, sensitive non-invasive test for
detection of reflux, that can be used as an adjunct to careful clinical examination, has
the potential to become the new ‘gold-standard’ technique for the diagnosis of reflux
disease. There will be a significant improvement in patient care and a considerable
cost saving to the NHS.
Here we present data from a multi-centre pilot study evaluating the efficacy of an in
vitro diagnostic test for reflux by detection of pepsin.
Study Protocol: The primary outcome of this study is to establish whether a newly
developed non-invasive in vitro diagnostic test is capable of diagnosing patients with
extra-oesophageal reflux disease. It is to ascertain if the novel dipstick test is able to
reliably distinguish between reflux patients and normal controls by detection of the
presence of pepsin in saliva.
The secondary outcome of this study is to determine the appropriate time frame in
which to obtain samples from subjects. For simplicity it is easier to take a sample
when the patient is attending clinic but often the patient has not had a recent reflux
event and so the test will come back negative. The option that this study seeks to
investigate is whether improved diagnosis can be obtained if the sample is provided
at home when the patient is suffering from symptoms. An additional secondary

outcome of this study is to establish if the in vitro diagnostic test can be used for
semi-quantification of levels of pepsin in those patients that indicate positive pepsin
in their sample and to correlate data with the reflux symptom index (RSI) 13.
In this pilot study 20 subjects were recruited in two groups from three sites as
detailed below:


Controls n=10

Patients attending the clinic with, in the clinician’s opinion, conditions distinct from
extra-oesophageal reflux. They must have an RSI  3 providing the heartburn
response is 0. They will be required to provide one saliva/sputum sample at the time
of assessment.


Patients n=10

Patients attending the clinic with, in the clinician’s opinion, classic extra-oesophageal
reflux. They must have an RSI  20 providing the heartburn response is  2. They
will be required to provide two saliva/sputum samples; one at the time of assessment
and one at home when experiencing symptoms.
The saliva/sputum samples were tested for the presence of pepsin using a direct
sandwich ELISA and also a lateral flow dipstick test both utilising novel monoclonal
antibodies to human pepsin.
In this presentation we will present and discuss the results obtained from this pilot
study.
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